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Vibrational autoionization of a molecule and recombination
of asymmetrical molecular ions
M. I. Chibisov and S. I. Yakovlenko
I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
(Submitted April 30, 1976; resubmitted March 10, 1977)
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fi. 73, 43-53 (July 1977)
The properties of highly excited electronic states of asymmetrical diatomic molecules are investigated. The
rate of vibrational autoionization, a process in which the highly excited electron is ionized by transfer of
vibrational energy from the ions, is determined. The inverse process, the attachment of an electron to a
molecular ion followed by excitation of vibrations of the latter, is considered. Actual calculations are
performed for the ion HeH+. An expression is obtained for the recombination flux due to the vibrational
attachment and the attachment due to triple collision of the ion with two electrons (triple recombination).
It is shown that the investigated processes should play a substantial role in the kinetics of low-temperature
plasma.
PACS numbers: 33.80.Eh, 31.50.+w, 52.20.F~

INTRODUCTION

We investigate here the properties of highly excited
(n> 5) bound electronic states of asymmetrical diatomic
molecules. The dimensions of the orbit of the excited
electron a r e much larger than the distance between the
nuclei, s o that molecule can be regarded a s a combination of two weakly-interacting systems: the molecularion core and the excited electron. As a result of the
weak but finite interaction, these systems can exchange
21
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energy. In particular, the energy of the vibrationalrotational motion of the ion can be transferred to the
excited electron. If the magnitude of the vibrationalrotational quantum is larger than the binding energy of
the excited electron, then such an exchange will cause ' ,
detachment of the electron. This effect can be naturally
called vibrational autoionization. We have found no mention of this effect in the literature, C141 although an analysis shows that it should play a substantial role in the
kinetics of a low-temperature plasma.
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There a r e several investigations of the vibrationalrotational excitation &.molecular ions by impact by an
e l e ~ t r o n F ~or- ~a~positron. C8sg1" These papers, however, deal only with free-free transitions of the incident
particle (the only ones possible for a positron).
We shall show that the energy that can be transferred
to the molecular ion can exceed the kinetic energy of
the electron. The electron then remains bound to the
molecule. This elementary act is the inverse of vibrational auto-ionization. As will be shown below, in a
low-temperature plasma it can determine the recombination of the molecular ions.
On the whole, the vibrational autoionization and the
vibrational attachment which a r e considered here, a r e
effects analogous some degree to the Auger effectcg1and
the dielectron recombination, c1*21 but there is a significant different in that the energy exchange in our case
is not between f r e e electrons and the electron shell of
the atom, but between an electron and vibrational degrees
of freedom.

We calculate below the rates of vibrational autoionization due to the interaction of an excited electron with the
dipole moment of a molecular ion. The calculation
method is similar to used by Zhdanov and one of usc101
in the calculation of the cross section of Penning ionization by a highly excited atom. The Breit-Wigner
theorycu1 is then used to calculate the cross section for
the sticking of the electron to the molecular ion with vibrational-rotational excitation of the latter. At low incident-electron energies (-0.1 eV) this cross section
turns out to be quite large (-10"~-10"~ cm2) because of
the low value (-10'~ eV) of the resonant energy. The
actual calculations a r e given for the molecular ion He*.
In the second section we consider the relaxation of
highly excited states in a dense low-temperature plasma
(N2lOl9 cm", Ne~10'8,T,<1 eV). An expression is
obtained for the recombination flux that is due to the
vibrational attachment and to the attachment caused by
triple collision of the ion with two electron (triple r e combination). It is shown that at electron densities
Ne<10 ~ m and
' ~at temperatures T, on the order of the
energy of the vibrational quantum the recombination
flux is due mainly to vibrational sticking. It is indicated
that these reactions should play a substantial role in
the plasmas of the existing physical installations.
RATES OF ELEMENTARY DECAY AND ATTACHMENT

Assume a vibrationally and rotationally excited molecular ion AB* with an electron on a highly excited Rydberg orbit. If the vibrational-rotational quantum exceeds the binding energy of the excited electron, then
the system in question is unstable: when the vibrational
energy is transferred to the electron, the latter goes
off to the continuous spectrum:

The dimension of the excited orbit is much larger than
the dimension of the ion, s o that the total Hamiltonian
of the molecule AB* can be written in the form
22
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~ G i l t o n i a n o fthe ion AB: D(R) is
where HA@ is
its dipole moment and depends on the distance R between
the nuclei, r is the radius vector of the excited electron
relative to the center of gravity of the ion AB*, and
atomic units a r e used: e = m =E=1. The interaction V
of the electron with the dipole moment of the ion is weak.
The quadrupole and higher moments of the ion a r e neglected.
The reciprocal lifetime r of such a system, is determined by time-dependent perturbation theoryc111

Here \Iris, a r e the wave functions of the initial and final
states of the system AB*, p(Ef)
is the density of the final
states, w =we Av is the change of the vibrational energy in the transition, and aE , is the change of the
rotational energy. The kinetic energy of the outgoing
electrons is determined by the energy conservation law

,

where n is the principal quantum number of the excited
electron, and k is the momentum of the escaped electron. It is seen from (3) that i f the ion AB* is both vibrationally and rotationally excited, decay takes place
also in the excited Rydberg states whose principal quantum numbers satisfy the condition

In the dipole approximation, the change of the rotational quantum number is equal to A J =J2- J, = 1. The
change of the vibrational number is equal to 0 o r - 1 in
the case of decay (in the harmonic approximation) and to
0 and +1 in the inverse reaction. In the case of pure
rotational excitation of the ions, the decaying states a r e
those with large n. For example, for HeH' the difference is A E , 5 2.4 *
a. U. (6.6 X
eV) and the decaying states a r e those with n > 46. For a vibrational
transition, assuming we-0. 2-0.4 eV, we obtain no
-8-6. The dimension of the excited orbit is in this case
-2n2 and is much larger than the dimension of practically any vibrationally excited state of the AB* ion.
Thus, the energy conservation law automatically singles
out for the decay those excited states for which the expansion (1) is justified.

*

,.

Writing down the wave function of the AB* molecule
in the form of a product of the function of the AS' ion
by the function of the excited electron:

we reduce (2) (after integrating over the coordinate q of
the electrons bound in the AB* ion) to the form
T=2nMzp (k),
~ V = ( x ( c . , J, J (D(R)
Ix(v,, 1,))Mi,
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Here p(k) is the density of states of the emitted electron. The electronic part of the matrix element MI will
be transformed using the relations between the operat o r s and the matrix elements:

ordinates for the linear harmonic oscillator, '"I we obtain a final expression for the average frequency of the
decay per unit time (at a specified n)

Here p is the reduced mass of the ion AB'.

Here me = 1 is the electron mass. The transformation
(7) is possible only if the electron moves in a Coulomb
field. Only then does r V 3 coincide with the force exerted on the electron by the ion.
After performing the transformation (8) we can say
that the decay takes place, a s it were, because the excited electron absorbs a "longitudinal" photon emitted
in the vibrational-rotational transition of the core ion.
This decay mechanism is analogous to the mechanism
of Penning ionization by strongly excited atoms, 'lo] the
only difference being that in the latter case the photon
is "emitted" a s a result of the electron transition in the
core ion, the nuclei of which move in the continuous
spectrum.
For free-free transitions of the incident electrons,
the matrix element (8) can be borrowedC5Ifrom the
Sommerfeld bremmstrahlung theory. 'l2I2' In our case
the electron executes a bound-free transition and we
can use for the matrix elementCB1
the Kramers quasiclassical theory of photoionization. '13] Substituting the
quasiclassical resultc14] for (a), we reduce (6) to the
form

The Kramers
for the matrix element (8) is
averaged over the momentum of the excited electron
and its projection. Consequently, expression (9) is
the averaged width of the autoionization states pertaining to a given value of the principal quantum number n.
In this approach we say nothing of the fine structure of
these states; we know only that their number is 2n2.
This information suffices, for example, to describe the
recombination of molecular ions.
We expand the total dipole moment D(R) of the molecular ion at the equilibrium-distance point Re

Substituting this expansion in the matrix element between the vibrational states, we obtain

Summing (9) over all the final rotational states and
using the known value of the matrix elements of the co23
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For pure rotational transitions (Av = O), the energy
conservation law, as already mentioned, singles out
for the decay states with very large n, for which the
widths (12) turn out to be exceedingly small. We shall
therefore neglect these transitions from now on.
For a vibrational transition, the frequency of decay
per unit time is equal to

This i s a small quantity3' for two reasons. First, the
probability of photoionization of the excited electron is
small (-n'5). Second, the probability of transferring an
energy we from the light electron to the heavy ion AB'
is small and given by " (Clwe)"Let us calculate the value of I' for the ion HeH+, using for the ground electronic states the data obtained
inc15-lBl
. The magnitude of the f i r s t vibrational quantum (v = 1) is we = 0.373 eV = 0.0137 a. u., and the equilibrium distance is Re = 1.47 a. u. From (4) we obtain
no =6.04. ~ n e x " ~has
' calculated the position of the
.
charge center of the electrons at four values of the internuclear distance. These data make it possible to
calculate the dipole moments of the electrons and of the
nuclei relative to the mass center of the molecular ion
a s a function of the internuclear distance: D(R = 1)
= 0.223, D(l. 4) = 0.087, D(l. 8) =O. 144, D(2.2) = - 0.509
a. u. The derivative dD/dR a t R =Re equals - 0.47 a. u.
The width (13) a t n = 7 is therefore 2.5 x 10'' a. u. o r
1. O X 10l0 sec".
The decay frequency (13) is much less than the natural
electron frequency: 2n2r<<1. The considered autoionization states a r e long-lived. This frequency, however, is much larger than the frequency of the transition of the highly-excited electron to one of the lower
states, accompanied by emission of a photon. Indeed,
for example for HeH*, the emission probability is of
the order ofC141 l o B a set", which is smaller by a
factor 3.6 x lo4 than the atktoionization frequency (13).
This means, in particular, that the emission of photons
by highly-excited molecules should be suppressed by
the vibrational autoionization i f the vibrational degrees
of freedom of the molecular gas a r e excited in one manner o r another. The excitation can take place both when
the electron-excited molecule collides with the gas particles and when the electrons stick to the vibrationallyunexcited molecular ions and simultaneously excite the
latter (a process that is the inverse of vibrational autoionization-see below).

-

We consider now the inverse of the autoionization process, the sticking of an electron to a molecular ion as
M. I. Chibisov and S. I. Yakovlenko
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a result of excitation of vibrations of the latter. The
produced excited molecule is subject to vibrational-autoionization decay. The probability of this sticking has a
resonance character, i. e., it differs from zero in a
narrow interval Llc =rof the incident-electron energies,
where I' is the autoionization frequency (13). To describe this process we can use the Breit-Wigner theory
of resonance scattering. [111
Strictly speaking, the attachment of an electron is an
elastic process: after a time -I?' the attached electron again leaves the molecule a s a result of the decay
of the vibrational-autoionization state. The total am- plitude of the elastic scattering consists of a sum of
two individual terms: the potential-scattering amplitude and the amplitude of the considered resonant sticking. We a r e interested in processes that can take place
with an electron during the time of its attachment to
the ion. Therefore, not being interested in the entire
elastic scattering, we can write for the attachment
cross section["':

Here & is the energy of the incident electron, E , is the
average energy of the electron emitted in the decay,
and r(n) is the elastic part of the total width r, of this
state.
For the considered process of pair collision of an
electron with a molecular ion, the total decay probability of an isolated autoionization complex consists,
first, of the probabilities of the inverse decay into an
electron and a de-excited ion. Second, there a r e additional two decay channels. The first is the transition
of the excited electron into one of the lower states, with
emission of a photon. The second is the lifting of the
vibrational-rotational excitation of the core molecular
ion by emission of a real photon, with the condition that
the excited electron remain on its orbit. The frequency
of the decay via these two channels is much lower than
the frequency of the vibrational autoionization. 4' We
can therefore put in (14) with high accuracy r, = r(n).
Formula (14) determines the cross section of the attachment of an electron on one of the sublevels. To obtain the cross section of the attachment on all the sublevels it is necessary to multiply (14) by the number of
such sublevels, i. e., by 2n2.
The rate K(T) of the attachment reaction is then equal
to 2 (u,, v), where v = ( 2 ~ ) "is
~ the velocity of the incident electrons, and the averaging is carried out over
the distribution function of the incident electrons. At a
temperature T -k2/2 w, the main contribution to K(T)
is made by electrons in a narrow energy interval & r.
We then obtain, assuming the distribution function of
the electrons t o be Maxwellian and averaging over the
initial states:

-

-

where g+is the statistical rate of the molecular ion AB*.
24
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We write down formula (15) in the customary units:

where r = ra., w,[sec"], a, =5.29x lo4 cm, and w,
=4.13x 1016 sec". The temperature T in formula (16)
is measured in energy units, To =27.21 eV is the atomic
energy unit, a, is the Bohr radius, and w, is the atomic
frequency unit.
Let us estimate the constant K for the attachment of
an electron to the ion H ~ H + . For n =7, the energy of
the emitted electrons is co =O. 095 eV. Using the value
r ( 7 ) = 1. Ox 10'' sec" calculated above, we obtain for
two values of the temperature (g+= I ) : K(O.l eV) = 2
x 10" cm3/sec and K(l eV) =6.3X 10'" cms/sec. These
values of the attachment
constants correspond to average attachment cross sections uat,(O. 1 eV) = l . 5 x 10''~
~ m and
' ~<,,(I eV) = 1 . 5 lo-''
~
cm2. The relatively
larger value of the cross section o(O.1 eV) can be attributed to the larger value of the resonant (at & = eo)
cross section (14), which is proportional to the square
of the wavelength X (co"0.1 eV) of the incident slow
electron. The condition Eo>>firis still satisfied here
with a large margin. The quantities a and K depend
strongly on the number n of the excited orbit on which
the attached electron lands. It is possible that after the
spectroscopic data on the molecular ion HeH' a r e made
more precise, a channel for attachment to the level
n = 6 will open. As a result, the values of u and K were
increased by one order of magnitude. 5' For the isotopic
molecule 3 ~ ethe
~ vibrational
'
quantum w, = 0.385 eV i s
larger than the binding energy of the level n = 6, s o that
decay from this level is possible, and accordingly a
channel for attachment to this level i s open.
-

We now discuss the relation between the electronattachment process, which is considered here, and the
dissociative recombination process. C''41 When electrons interact with symmetrical molecular ions A;, the
attachment is due to excitation of the core electrons.
The probability of this excitation can exceed the probability of the vibrational excitation of the nuclei, since
exchange of energy between the electrons is not made
difficult by the mass ratio. For symmetrical ions A,',
excitation is possible down to zero energies of the incident electrons. Indeed, they always have symmetrical
It
and antisymmetrical terms which coalesce a s R
is the transitions between these terms which leads to
the attachment of the incident electron and the subsequent dissociation.

- *.

In the case of asymmetrical molecular ions made up
of atoms with substantially different ionization potentials, the t e r m differences do not tend to zero a s RThus, for example, the energy of the electrons of the
system HeH* a t all internuclear distances R is larger
in absolute magnitude than the energy of the ionic state
HeH*, i. e . , the term HeH* lies higher than the terms
HeH*. Indeed, in the zeroth approximation, the t e r m
HeH* lies lower than the term HeH* by an amount equal
to the Rydberg binding energy of the excited electron,
namely 1/2n2. In the next approximation it is necessary
to take into account the splitting of the Rydberg terms

-.
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of the excited electron by the dipole moment of the core
ion. From the relations for the operators (7) and (8) it
follows that the degenerate state with one principal quantum number n do not become mixed with the internal
dipole moment in the considered order of perturbation
theory. On the other hand, the matrix elements between states with different n a r e proportional to the
square of the transition frequency and consequently
these matrix elements lead to shifts that a r e much
smaller than the binding energy.
Figure 1 shows the terms of the molecules HeH' and
HeH*, taken from Radtsig's review"91 and constructed
with allowance for the shift of the excited terms in the
presence of an atom in the ground state. c201 It is seen
from the figure that a t Te< 1 eV the excitation of the internal electrons of the HeH' ion is possible only on account of the tail of the electron energy distribution, and
its probability is negligibly small.
Thus, for asymmetrical molecular ions, the considered process of electronattachment with simultaneous
excitation of nuclear vibrations is one of the most probable processes that leads to the production of the bound
long-lived complex AB*.
RECOMBINATION OF ASYMMETRICAL
MOLECULAR IONS

The attachment of an electron to a molecular ion,
which was considered above, still does not mean recombinations, since the attached electron can return to
the continuum, say on account of the inverse process of
vibrational autoionization. To find the recombination
characteristics it is necessary to examine the kinetics
of the relaxation of the highly excited electronic states
of the molecule under the influence of impact of elastic
particles. In a dense low-temperature plasma (besides
the reactions considered here) an important role, as is
well known, is played also by the attachment in triple
collisions of an ion with two electrons. 6' The recombination flux is generated by the sticking a s the result
of a triple collision and vibrational attachment become
"scrambled" and generally speaking cannot be separated. C221 We obtain here the total recombination flux.
We start from the Belyaev-Budker-~itaevskgdiffusion model. C21*23*241 According to this model, the precontinual spectrum of the electrons is assumed to be
quasicontinuous, and the electron relaxation is described
with the aid of the Fokker-Planck equation. In our case

i t is necessary to modify this equation by introducing
into it a source and a sink

Here NeB(&,) is the coefficient of diffusion along the energy axis under the influence of the electron impact, n
is assumed to be a continuous variable (E,= 1/2n2), Ne
is the electron concentration, Mi is the concentration
of the molecular ions, f(&,) is the distribution function
of the electrons among the levels (it corresponds to a
certain v >O), and no is the number of the deepest level
that is energywise accessible to vibrational sticking (it
is assumed that the vibrational attachment is significant only for this level), while the vibrational states of
the molecules a r e assumed for simplicity to have an
equilibrium distribution with a certain temperature
Tvit,. We put
E,=x,

E,,=xo, b ( x ) =exp ( e , / T , ) g , B ( e , ) , k=K(no)N,M,,
y = r ( n o ) exp ( ~ n . ~ T ~ - f i ~ ~ ~ T v i b ) ,
Y ( x )=f( e n ) exp ( e , / T , ) ,

after which (17) is rewritten in the form

At 0 s E,
y ( x )= j ,

we have the solution

J d z f / b( 2 ' ) +yo.

Here jl = const is the recombination flux to the state
no; Yo = (286 2/me~e)3'2
~ $ 4 ~ .
At zno

C,

<

we have the solution

Here j2 i s the sought recombination flux to the ground
state. Putting y(m) = 0, matching the solutions at the
point xo, and taking into account the condition j2=jl
+ k - yy(xo)for the conservation of the number of electrons, we obtain for the total recombination flux

(19)

Here

is the coefficient of usual triple recombination which
takes place in the absence of autoionization and vibrational sticking;

R, a.u.

FIG. 1. Molecular terms of the
the systems HeH' and HeH*,
taken from the review"s1
plotted with the aid oftzo1.

is the penetration coefficient, C221 which gives the fraction of the electrons that reach the ground state after
the vibrational attachment.

-5
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L e t us c o n s i d e r s o m e limiting cases of f o r m u l a (20).
In t h e case of s t r o n g v-t relaxation, t h e vibrational
exp(- Aw,/T,,)
t e m p e r a t u r e is low enough, T,, <
<< 1, and the vibrational autoionization c a n b e neglected.
Then

re,

-

-

-

F o r m u l a (20) g o e s over into (21) if t h e coefficient 5 is
l a r g e , i. e., at 1 5 1 I << 1. In t h i s case t h e r e a c t i o n of
vibrational attachment l e a d s to population of t h e l e v e l s
below the "throat of t h e sink" &,, >> T, and t h e e l e c t r o n s
relax downward immediately a f t e r t h e attachment.

-

<

If K(no) >> PN, and T,
comes

-

T,,,

then f o r m u l a (20) b e -

T h i s result is i n t e r p r e t e d i n t h e following manner.
Under the indicated assumptions t h e vibrational attachment and autoionization r e a c t i o n s p r e v a i l over the coll i s i o n s of t h e electrons. T h e r e f o r e t h e l e v e l no t u r n s
out to have a Saha-Boltzmann population. At &,, << T,
this d o e s not influence t h e recombination, but if no lies
below t h e t h r o a t of the s i n k &,> T,, t h e recombination
coefficient i n c r e a s e s strongly.
T h e flux connected with t h e vibrational attachment
predominates at N, < Ncr and TeSEwe. F o r the HeH'
ion, a s s u m i n g @(cm6sec-')
( T , [ ~ V ] ) - ~C251
/ ~ and
K(no= 7) [cm3 sec-'1-0.6 x 10"~( T , [ ~ V ] ' ~ ' w
~ e have Nc,
- 0 . 6 ~loi7 ( T , [ ~ v ] ) ~~ m ' ~ Thus,
.
at T, -Ewe 5 0 . 3 7 e V
t h e recombination due to the vibrational attachment
predominates all the way to Ne- Ncr-3 X loi5 cm3. We
call attention to t h e f a c t t h a t as a r e s u l t of t h e mixing
of t h e fluxes t h e collisions of the highly excited molecules with t h e electrons influence also t h e relaxation
of t h e vibrational states. We c a n t h e r e f o r e frequently

-

Put Tvib

Te.

In conclusion, we note the following. At t h e p r e s e n t
time, i n connection with t h e development of new p r o m i s ing lasers, e x p e r i m e n t s are intensively p e r f o r m e d i n
which the recombining p l a s m a is obtained with the a i d
of e l e c t r o n b e a m s introduced into a d e n s e g a s ( s e e the ,
review, C261 and f r o m among t h e m o s t r e c e n t p a p e r s we
mention). c27*281 Such a p l a s m a usually h a s p a r a m e t e r s
close to those given above, and molecular ions p r e dominate i n it. In t h e a n a l y s i s of t h e p l a s m a i n t h e s e installations it is n e c e s s a r y to b e a r t h e p r o c e s s e s cons i d e r e d above i n mind.

here is an inaccuracy in the paper

of Ray and Barna.I8' It
is assumed in e r r o r that the dipole moment of a molecular
ion is equal to the dipole moment of the nuclei alone without
the electrons.
"1f we h o w the experimental dependence of the cross section
of the vibrational excitation on the incident-electron energy,
then we can, by continuing the cross section into the negative
region, express in its terms the autoionization frequency.
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quency of the excited electrons. This quantity may not be
small compared with the frequencies of the collisions in the
plasma (see below).
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